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Introduction 
 

During initial setup of Compass, bulk updates for stops is a quick and accurate way to make 

changes in many stop records in one operation.  The bulk stop update is also an efficient way to 

make changes for bell time changes that have been made or to make adjustments for any other 

type of time change that may happen that effects route times. 

 

Covered in this article: 

1.  Bulk updates to AM stops 

2.  Bulk updates for PM stops 

3.  Definitions in bulk update dialog 

 

Bulk Updates to AM Stops 
 

SUGGESTION:  Do one school at a time or schools that have the same bell times such as 

elementary schools that all have the same bell times. 

 

1. Select a school and AM stops.  Click 

 
 

2. Select all stops by putting a check mark in the box to the left of the field names.  They 

will all turn yellow on the map and in the grid. 
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REMEMBER:  Don’t double click.  Double clicking will select and un-select the stops. 

 

3. Click  to open the Stop Information Bulk Update. 

 
4. Select the school from the Update Setting drop down in 2.  (Dropping off at the school.) 

Select the AM Bell time for the “Value”  drop down in 2.   

Place a check mark in both the Drop Off After and Drop Off By boxes. 

 
 

 REMEMBER:  Without the check marks the program will see no information to update. 

 

5. Schools have a fixed time for drop off/no delays allowed/hard time window.   

In line 8. select No Delays. 
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6. Click . 

 

7. A warning window will open.  Click OK.  

 
8. A dialog will advise that the stops are updated immediately followed by another dialog 

asking if the user wants to display the results.  Click OK. 

 
9. The stops will no longer be selected and the new information will display in the grid. 

 
 

 

NOTE:  The selections in the Stop Information Bulk Update will remain for the entire 

session or until changed.   

 

PROCEED:  Do all bulk updates for AM stops at all schools by changing the School in 

the Update Setting drop down and updating the Bell time in the Value drop down. 
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Bulk Updates to PM Stops 
 

SUGGESTION:  Do one school at a time or schools that have the same bell times, such as 

elementary schools that all have the same bell times. 

 

1. Select a school and PM stops.  Click  

 
 

2. Select all stops by putting a check mark in the box to the left of the field names.  They 

will all turn yellow on the map and in the grid. 

 
 

REMEMBER:  Don’t double click.  Double clicking will select and un-select the stops. 
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3. Click  to open the Stop Information Bulk Update. 

 
4. Select the school from the Update Setting drop down in 1.  (Picking up at the school.) 

Select the PM Bell time for the Value  drop down in 1.   

Place a check mark in both the Drop Off After and Drop Off By boxes. 

 
 

REMEMBER:  Without the check marks the program will see no information to update.  

Remove any check marks that do not apply to this change. 

 

5. Schools have a fixed time for pick up/no delays allowed/hard time window.   

In line 7. select No Delays. 

 
 

6. Click . 
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7. A warning window will open.  Click OK.  

 
8. A dialog will advise that the stops are updated immediately followed by another dialog 

asking if the user wants to display the results.  Click OK. 

 
9. The stops will no longer be selected and the new information will display in the grid. 

 
 

 

NOTE:  The selections in the Stop Information Bulk Update will remain for the entire 

session or until changed.   
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Bulk Update Setting Definitions 
 

NOTE:  Pickup and Drop off settings have different definitions depending on whether the stop is 

an AM stop or a PM stop. 

 

PM STOPS: 

Pickup After:  If you have entered a bell schedule from the schools interface, simply select the 

desired school, and the bell times will automatically populate. If you have not, you may 

manually enter the times. This is the earliest that a bus may arrive at the school for a PM/take 

home run. 

 

Pickup By: Latest time a bus may arrive at a school for a PM/take home run. 

 

Drop Off After/Drop Off Before:  For a PM stop, this would make a specific time range for the 

drop off of the student at home.  It is NOT recommended to populate these fields for PM stops. 

 

AM STOPS: 

Drop Off After: If you have entered a bell schedule from the schools interface, simply select the 

desired school, and the bell times will automatically populate. If you have not, you may 

manually enter the times. Earliest time a bus may drop off students assigned to the school for an 

AM/take to school run. 

 

Drop Off By: Latest time a bus may drop off students assigned to a school for an AM/take to 

school run. 

 

Pickup Before/Pickup After:  For an AM stop, this would make a specific time range for the 

pickup of the student at home.  It is NOT recommended to populate these fields for AM stops. 

 

Load Time: Additional time added to a stop to load the passengers.   

 

Unload Load Time: Additional time added to off-load the passengers at the drop off 

 

Max Transit Time: The maximum time a stop is permitted to be on a run 

 

Pickup/Drop off Time Delay 

 No Delays – This is used when the routing needs to strictly adhere to the specified pickup 

time window—in the stop window it is referred to as Hard Time Window 

o NOTE: If the No Delays option is specified for a either Pickup and/or Drop Off 

then valid time windows MUST be provided for the Pickup and/or the Drop Off 

 No limit on Delays – This is used when time windows are not important and 

accommodating all the stops regardless of time delays is more important—in the stop 

window it is referred to as Soft Time Window 

 Allow Delay Of – This is used when a finite delay/early arrival (specified in minutes in 

the box next to the setting) is acceptable. E.g. if a time window is 7:00 am to 7:15 am and 
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a delay value of 10 minutes is specified then the routing process may get the vehicle to 

the stop as early as 6:50 am and as late as 7:25am 

o NOTE: If the Allow Delay of option is specified for a either Pickup and/or Drop 

Off then valid time windows MUST be provided for the Pickup and/or the Drop 

Off 

 

Num Passengers: Assigns only the designated number of riders to a stop. This will place a 

maximum on the number of passengers assigned to a stop.  Use this feature for exceptionally 

large stops (large apartment/housing complexes) where multiple stops on multiple vehicles may 

be required. 

 

Pickup Curb Approach: This allows for a user to designate the curb approach of the vehicle to a 

stop 

 

Drop off Curb Approach: This allows for a user to designate the curb approach of the vehicle to a 

school 

 

Pickup School: The school at which students will be picked up for delivery to a destination stop 

or school 

 

Drop Off School: The school at which students will be dropped off 

 

 

 


